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ABSTRACT Smart urban transportationmanagement can be considered as a multifaceted big data challenge.
It strongly relies on the information collected into multiple, widespread, and heterogeneous data sources
as well as on the ability to extract actionable insights from them. Besides data, full stack (from platform
to services and applications) Information and Communications Technology (ICT) solutions need to be
specifically adopted to address smart cities challenges. Smart urban transportation management is one of
the key use cases addressed in the context of the EUBra-BIGSEA (Europe-Brazil Collaboration of Big
Data Scientific Research through Cloud-Centric Applications) project. This paper specifically focuses on
the City Administration Dashboard, a public transport analytics application that has been developed on top
of the EUBra-BIGSEA platform and used by the Municipality stakeholders of Curitiba, Brazil, to tackle
urban traffic data analysis and planning challenges. The solution proposed in this paper joins together
a scalable big and fast data analytics platform, a flexible and dynamic cloud infrastructure, data quality
and entity matching algorithms as well as security and privacy techniques. By exploiting an interoperable
programming framework based on Python Application Programming Interface (API), it allows an easy, rapid
and transparent development of smart cities applications.
INDEX TERMS Big data, cloud computing, data analytics, data privacy, data quality, distributed environ-
ment, public transport management, smart city.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, many fields including connected societies, sci-
entific research, Information Technology and business are
The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving
it for publication was Miltiadis Lytras.
facing strong big data challenges connected to data het-
erogeneity, high data production rate as well as the enor-
mous volume of data produced at multiple levels and by
different entities. The data deluge is pervasively affect-
ing societal contexts [1]–[4] by representing an invaluable
source of information to address the well-being of cities’
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inhabitants [5]. In the smart city [6] context, smart urban
transportation management can be considered itself as a very
complex and multifaceted big data challenge [7]. It strongly
relies on the information collected into multiple, widespread,
and various data sources as well as on the ability to extract
actionable insights and holistic understanding from them,
frequently employing data mining and machine learning
techniques [8]. Besides data, to address all the technical chal-
lenges and meet users’ requirements, a full software stack
solution (from platform to services and applications) needs to
be specifically adopted [9]. Presently, the growing availabil-
ity of big data platforms and cloud computing providers, often
with their own versions of ready-to-use big data solutions,
represents a great opportunity for extracting value from data
and gain strategic advancement in many sectors.
In this respect, the Europe - Brazil Collaboration of Big
Data Scientific Research throughCloud-Centric Applications
(EUBra-BIGSEA1) [10] project provides a cloud-enabled
big data platform to ease the development of highly-
scalable, privacy-aware data analytics applications run-
ning on top of cloud infrastructures, reducing development
cycles and deployment costs. The EUBra-BIGSEA project
has been funded by the European Commission under the
Cooperation Programme and the Ministry of Science and
Technology (MCT) of Brazil in the frame of the third
European-Brazilian coordinated call. It is aimed at covering
general requirements of multiple application areas, although
in the context of the project timeline it has focused on
the management of massive connected society information.
EUBra-BIGSEA has delivered three applications to cope
with urban transportation planning aspects. It has not only
investigated speed, vehicle flux, traffic disruptions, main
origin-destination routes for cities based on the day [11],
time and area covered, but also human-side attributes, such
as feelings, stress caused by traffic, landmarks, the presence
of green areas, weather conditions and their impact on the
people moving about in a city.
This work specifically focuses on the City Administration
Dashboard, a public transport analytics application that has
been used in the Municipality of Curitiba, Brazil, to tackle
urban traffic data analysis and planning challenges. In par-
ticular, this application provides a wide set of multifaceted,
integrated views and aggregate statistics (e.g., by different
periods, parts of the city and bus lines) of the public trans-
port system to support reporting and consultation activities,
while abstracting from the underlying (big) data management
aspects.
This paper provides a clear understanding and an in-depth
view of the requirements, goals, workflow, design and
implementation of the target application. It comprehensively
describes the ICT solution proposed in the EUBra-BIGSEA
context, the developed services and algorithms from an
application-centric perspective. In this respect, it focuses on
data quality and privacy aspects as well as descriptive analyt-
1https://www.eubra-bigsea.eu/-Last visited on July 2019
ics and graphical user interface (GUI) implementation details,
thus providing a novel contribution with respect to previous
work ( [10], [12]–[15]).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
provides a high-level view of the City Administration Dash-
board whereas the application design specifics are provided
in Section III. Section IV presents general aspects of the
cloud and security infrastructure, whereas Section V specif-
ically deals with data privacy aspects. Section VI provides a
comprehensive, in-depth analysis of the data quality aspects
concerning the application pipeline. Section VII introduces
the descriptive analytics component whereas Section VIII
provides a complete description of the main views devel-
oped in the application user interface. Section IX presents a
comprehensive state of the art analysis with respect to two
different major dimensions of the proposed work: big data
infrastructures and end-user applications. Section X is about
the societal impact of the application, its exploitation and the
users’ feedback. Finally, Section XI draws the conclusions
and highlights future work.
II. THE CITY ADMINISTRATION DASHBOARD
APPLICATION
This section provides a general overview of the City Admin-
istration Dashboard application. In particular, the focus is
on the public transport system management functionalities
for urban planning, reporting and consultation by the rel-
evant stakeholders (e.g., Municipalities). The rest of the
section is organized as follows: Section II-A highlights
the rationale and main goal of the application, whereas
Section II-B presents the high-level application workflow;
finally, Section II-C introduces the trans-Atlantic testbed
infrastructure hosting the different components of the whole
application.
A. MAIN GOAL
The main application target audience is municipality exec-
utives who manage a large public transport system. The
application is primarily intended to cater for the needs of
the municipality of Curitiba, a 1.8 million-inhabitants city
in the south of Brazil. Both workers from the municipali-
ties of Curitiba and Campina Grande were consulted during
requirement elicitation. In both contexts, it is apparent that
a public transport system is a data intensive urban system
to operate, but one where municipalities typically cannot
perform meaningful data mining.
The main challenges hindering their present analytical
capacity are related to the sheer data volume, and to noise and
heterogeneity in the data formats and production. There are
many sensors/devices installed on buses and terminals, gen-
erating vast amounts of data every day, consisting of, but not
limited to, bus Global Positioning System (GPS) position and
speed records, and passenger boarding information. To give
an idea, in the context of Curitiba, the bus system has a fleet
of 1,290 vehicles that serve 1.5 million passenger trips on a
daily basis. The service performs over 23,000 bus trips a day
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and covers the metropolitan area of Curitiba including nearby
districts. These entities and transactions generate valuable
data which can be mined to extract useful information for
administrators, operators and users of the Transportation Sys-
tem. Such data is collected by different systems with differing
objectives. For instance: Automatic Fare Collecting (AFC)
systems collect information about passenger boardings to
be used by the transportation consortium as evidence of the
share of city passengers, usually recording the passenger card
ID, bus route and vehicle (but not the boarding location).
Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) systems, in turn, focus on
the bus trajectory traces to assess the routes compliance with
the predefined trajectory shapes, mainly recording bus route
and vehicle, and the time series of their location geographic
coordinates, not keeping track of the trip stops timestamps.
If one wants to know the boarding location of passengers
in a city, it will be necessary to merge the data types from
the above systems, which clearly have no direct link to each
other. Thereby, given the vast amount of data and the diversity
of sources, collection intent, and nature, it becomes hard to
integrate and analyze such data.
The chief goal of the City Administration Dashboard is
therefore to provide multiple intuitive views of aggregate
statistics of the public transport system, completely abstract-
ing data processing and integration. Moreover, municipalities
must be able to filter any analysis by different periods, parts of
the city and bus lines. These are needed to correlate patterns
with other societal and geographical covariates.
B. HIGH-LEVEL APPLICATION WORKFLOW
As mentioned before, the City Administration Dashboard
application should produce and make available online to the
final stakeholders in the Municipality of Curitiba a set of
summary statistics for consultation and public transporta-
tion management activities. To this end, the application goes
through multiple steps starting from the raw data sources to
the final output by exploiting the EUBra-BIGSEA platform
services. Fig. 1 shows the general application workflow from
a high-level perspective. Several and heterogeneous types
of data sources (both from the Municipality and the avail-
able open data repositories), regarding public transportation
means, represent the input of the application. Such data is
available as multiple files and stored on a distributed stor-
age system as a setup enabling subsequent processing and
analysis steps. Since the input data includes sensitive infor-
mation, the first step of the workflow is a data anonymiza-
tion stage. Then, data undergoes Extraction, Transforma-
tion & Loading (ETL) and pre-processing steps in order to
(i) properly organize data for further processing, (ii) inte-
grate the information from the various data sources and (iii)
annotate it with additional descriptive metadata (e.g., data
quality information). Once the data has been pre-processed,
the descriptive analytics stage computes the actual aggregate
statistics over some predefined time ranges (e.g., hourly,
daily, weekly, monthly) and multiple dimensions (e.g., bus
lines, bus stops, bus users). To address fast data management,
FIGURE 1. High-level workflow of the City Administration dashboard
application.
both pre-processing and analytics steps are executed with
parallel data analysis solutions joining High Performance
Computing (HPC) paradigms and big data approaches. The
aggregate data produced undergoes a second anonymization
stage to address potential data privacy issues emerging after
the integration and aggregation of multiple datasets. Finally,
the output data can be accessed via web by the end-users (i.e.,
Municipality stakeholders) through a graphical user interface,
for additional filtering (i.e., subsetting), manipulation (i.e.,
coarse-grained aggregations) and visualization of the differ-
ent views.
C. TRANS-ATLANTIC TESTBED INFRASTRUCTURE
The application is a joint trans-Atlantic effort of various insti-
tutions from Europe and Brazil involved in the project. From
an infrastructural point of view, as it can be seen in Fig. 2,
the testbed infrastructure is deployed across multiple sites
on both sides of the Atlantic. The pre-processing and the
main application are executed through the EUBra-BIGSEA
interoperable programming framework in a cloud-based envi-
ronment deployed at the Polytechnic University of Valen-
cia (UPV) in Spain, while the aggregate statistics (triggered
by the application) are computed by a big data analytics
framework deployed on a commodity cluster in a private
cloud setting at the CMCC SuperComputing Centre (Italy).
The final results are then transferred over a secure channel
to the Federal University of Campina Grande (UFCG) in
Brazil, hosting the web application of the City Administra-
tion Dashboard. The web application graphical user interface
is consulted by the stakeholders from the Municipality of
Curitiba (Brazil) via browser (subject to authentication).
It is worth mentioning that the need for a distributed envi-
ronment comes from a scenario that combines data providers
and computing resource providers, which may require mul-
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FIGURE 2. City Administration dashboard trans-Atlantic infrastructure.
tiple centres to cooperate. The use of a trans-Atlantic infras-
tructure was defined to demonstrate that the model is valid
even in a geographically-wide scenario that reflects the actual
collaboration.
III. APPLICATION DESIGN
This Section deals with the design aspects of the City
Administration Dashboard application at the architecture
(Section III-A) and data sources level (Section III-B).
A. APPLICATION ARCHITECTURE
The City Administration Dashboard is a descriptive analytics
application that provides multiple aggregate statistical trends
about bus usage. It handles a full big data pipeline that runs
in a cloud infrastructure, starting from the input data sources
down to the final visualization output, and it also takes into
account data quality and privacy constraints.
To address the application purpose, multiple data sources
have been exploited and several modules have been devel-
oped and consistently integrated with each other. Throughout
the whole pipeline, data is processed at various levels, from
level-0 (raw data at full resolution) to level-1 (processed data)
and level-2 (refined products). Additional details about the
data sources levels are provided in Section III-B.
Fig. 3 provides a detailed view of the main application
building blocks, their interaction and the data flow within the
application. Cyan blocks represent the different data sources
(classified by level) exploited or produced by the application.
Security and privacy modules/interfaces are reported in light
colors.
In terms of input data, the application deals with a consis-
tent set of heterogeneous data sources; some of them have
been provided by the Municipality of Curitiba, whereas oth-
ers are already publicly available with no restrictions, as open
data (more details are provided in Section III-B).
The central block of the architecture includes the main pro-
cessing components and services of the application. The PRI-
VAaaS (PRIVAcy as a Service) toolkit is used at the beginning
of the processing to anonymize the most critical information
on the input data before applying the other stages and, at the
end, to enforce data privacy constraints on the aggregate
data (Section V). The DQaaS (Data Quality as a Service)
service performs data quality evaluation on the input data and
annotates it with data quality metrics to identify noisy, inac-
curate or misleading values, which can negatively affect the
final outcome (Section VI-A). On the other hand, the EMaaS
(Entity Matching as a Service) module runs entity-matching
algorithms integrating and aligning multiple data sources in
order to create higher quality integrated geospatial-temporal
data (Section VI-B). Both modules are implemented as Spark
applications, although EMaaS has also been implemented as
a COMPSs application (Section VI-B1). The enriched level-
1 data is then used by the descriptive analytics to compute
a wide set of aggregated statistics (Section VII). It is a
Python application built on top of the COMPSs program-
ming framework to easily enable tasks parallelism and it
relies on the Ophidia big data analytics API [16], [17] to
address the analysis of parallel, multi-dimensional data, also
known as data cubes. As a result, it provides level-2 data
ready to be consumed by the web application running at
UFCG.
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FIGURE 3. Architectural view of the City Administration dashboard application.
In this respect, the web application provides support for
real-time exploration, filtering, visualization, and reporting
of the statistics through multiple user-friendly and inter-
active web pages (Section VIII). It also allows stakehold-
ers to perform user-defined/custom aggregations to address
specific needs in a very flexible way. It is worth men-
tioning that, to address responsiveness, the web application
caches pre-aggregated level-2 (coarse-grain) data calculated
on top of (level-2 fine-grain) data provided by the central
block.
The full application pipeline has been secured by
design at all levels. To this end, security is provided
by the EUBra-BIGSEA Authentication, Authorization and
Accounting as a Service (AAAaaS) infrastructure described
in Section IV-B.
From a technological standpoint, given the heterogeneous
data and requirements involved, a wide set of big data com-
ponents has been integrated for the development of the appli-
cation. In particular, the final implementation includes the
following technologies for big data management and paral-
lel/distributed processing: Apache Hadoop Distributed File
System (HDFS), PostGIS, Apache Spark Streaming, Apache
Spark, Ophidia andCOMPSs. Such tools provide the features
to (i) handle the whole application pipeline, including, for
instance, ingestion, streaming and batch processing, analyt-
ics, storage, access, filtering and (ii) support, among others,
parallel computation, data partitioning/distribution, caching,
andmetadata management. All the technological components
have been carefully identified, evaluated, partially adapted
(when needed) and integrated with those developed by the
project.
With respect to the data storage and access, HDFS, Post-
GIS and Ophidia have been used. In particular, HDFS has
been used as raw storage for several blocks well integrated
with the Apache eco-system of services (i.e., EMaaS and
DQaaS), thus providing a seamless support to high-level
services like Spark, while PostGIS has provided a consoli-
dated technology for storing and querying geo-spatial data
(required by EMaaS). Finally, Ophidia has been used as
a native component for the On Line Analytical Processing
(OLAP)-based analytics, mainly to support the descriptive
analytics tasks. With regard to the streaming processing,
Spark Streaming has been used in the real-time version of
the EMaaS approaches.
As for batch data analytics and mining, Apache Spark and
Ophidia (in combination with COMPSs) have been used to
implement the parallel code of the main application blocks
(i.e., DQaaS, EMaaS and the descriptive analytics). The two
components provide complementary functionalities in terms
of data mining and OLAP-based analytics; they also provide
in-memory support, thus representing the fast (besides the
big) data management components of the EUBra-BIGSEA
platform.
The modules based on Spark and COMPSs run into a cloud
environment at UPV exploiting Apache Mesos as cluster
manager (Section IV-A), whereas Ophidia runs in a separate
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FIGURE 4. Data source levels (three-level hierarchy model).
setup at CMCC and interacts with COMPSs leveraging its
server-side approach.
B. DATA SOURCES AND THREE-LEVEL HIERARCHY
MODEL
In a real urban context, the analysis of multiple, interre-
lated, heterogeneous (big) datasets is necessary to distill
bus usage and passengers habits knowledge, valuable for
decision-making processes related to smart urban transporta-
tion. The raw data collected by the Municipality (e.g., elec-
tronic bus tickets monitoring) or measured from sensors (e.g.,
GPS with the bus position) can be too fine grained to be
directly explored by the users (level-0, high-resolution); it can
require preliminary pre-processing and aggregation stages
to make the analysis feasible (level-1, intermediate results).
Still, further knowledge can be inferred by interrelating the
information frommultiple data sources (level-2, refined prod-
ucts).
As a result, a three-level hierarchy model (see Fig. 4) has
been defined to represent all the data sources managed/pro-
duced by the target application (from raw data tomore refined
data products).
More specifically:
• Level-0 data: it comprises the raw data from the data
sources used by the application, which are related to
urban traffic as well as to other static and dynamic
information. In particular:
– Stationary data. This data is related to long-living
data that describes the topology of the traffic net-
work of the city, the street map, relevant city
spots (such as bus stops and bus terminals), and
other geographic information that is relevant to
understand the location of the components present
within the urban mobility scenario. The datasets
used for stationary data came from both official
(Instituto de Pesquisa e Planejamento Urbano de
Curitiba - IPPUC,2 the Municipality of Curitiba,3
along with data from URBS4) and non offi-
cial sources (Open Street Map and Google
Maps). Stationary (or static) data might include
geo-referenced data from bus lines, bus stops, ter-
minals, and streets that do not change often.
– Dynamic spatial data. This data contains georef-
erenced information about the vehicles and users,
valid for a specific point in time. The datasets
used for dynamic spatial data came from both
official (URBS) and non official sources (Generic
Transit Feed Specification - GTFS).5 Dynamic data
from URBS include data from bus lines, and user
cards, transmitted at an average frequency of 5
minutes.
• Level-1 data: includes the intermediate, integrated and
enriched data used by the application after the execution
of the pre-processing steps (e.g., anonymization, ETL,
Entity Matching and Data Quality services);
• Level-2 data: consists of the data derived from the inte-
grated level-1 data. Such data is produced as a result
of the descriptive models applied on level-1 data, and
represents the output that is accessed by the application
front-end for further aggregation and visualization (i.e.,
through graphical user interfaces). This level of transfor-
mation also includes the additional anonymization step
(as shown by the recursive arrow).
It is worth mentioning that the proposed 3-level hierarchy
model is not application-specific; it has in fact been designed
to meet generality and simplicity principles, in order to work
well with other applications too.
The following table (Table 1) provides an overview of
the various datasets used or produced by the City Admin-
istration Dashboard application, classified according to the
aforementioned levels. The datasets are in Comma-Separated
Values (CSV) or JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) formats.
IV. CLOUD AND AAA INFRASTRUCTURES
Both the cloud and the Authentication, Authorization and
Accounting (AAA) infrastructures represent two core and
application-agnostic elements of the EUBra-BIGSEA plat-
form. As it can be easily argued, they play a fundamental
role for the proper implementation of the City Administration
Dashboard application. The next two sections delve into the
details of the cloud and AAA infrastructures.
2http://ippuc.org.br/geodownloads/geo.htm-Last visited on July 2019
3https://www.curitiba.pr.gov.br/dadosabertos/-Last visited on July 2019
4https://www.urbs.curitiba.pr.gov.br-Last visited on July 2019
5This specification was developed by Google and defines formats for files
to be provided by an operator or authority to describe transit supply at three
levels. https://developers.google.com/transit/- Last visited on July 2019
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TABLE 1. Data managed/produced by the application. The colors in the tables rows refer to the data sources level as shown in Fig. 4.
A. CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURE
The proposed application exploits a cloud infrastructure to
host the different application components. In this respect,
the processing backend includes an elastic Apache Mesos
cluster. Mesos [18] is a convenient and large-scale resource
management platform for the execution of applications
embedded in containers. It provides support for Docker con-
tainers as well as generic applications running on Mesos
native containers. Mesos abstracts processors, storage and
special resources from a distributed infrastructure, offering
those resources to executing frameworks, such as Spark,
Hadoop, Marathon, Chronos. New frameworks can be devel-
oped through plugins.
Mesos is fault-tolerant and dynamically manages
resources. Therefore, new resources can be added on the fly,
being immediately available for new frameworks. Decom-
missioned resources are automatically removed, becoming
unavailable for the active frameworks. This feature enables
the development of elastic management services, which could
power on and off resources that will bind to or unbind
6Municipalities often keep some demographic information associated
with a card too
from the Mesos cluster. For this purpose, Elastic Compute
Clusters (EC3) [19] is used, as it provides a service to
manage the deployment, configuration and reconfiguration
of self-managed elastic clusters. The EC3 plugin for Mesos
detects resource starvation and powers on (and configures)
enough resources to run the stalled jobs submitted through
the registered frameworks. Initially, EC3 powers on only the
front-end, deploying new working nodes as new jobs are
submitted. The first working node is used to create a reference
Virtual Machine Image (VMI) to be reused to deploy and re-
configure further working nodes, speeding up the process.
Fig. 5 shows these details. Mesos includes a Container Net-
work Interface overlay network that provides connectivity
among the containers running on the distributed system,
which are routed through a Domain Name System (DNS)
service.
B. AAA INFRASTRUCTURE
Authentication, Authorization and Accounting is a popular
and generalized designation to support services that require
authentication, authorization and accounting features for
accessing resources (e.g., network, processing, storage, data,
applications, documents). While there is a wide range of
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FIGURE 5. Deployment time of the different node types.
AAA protocols and implementations that correspond to a
variety of usage scenarios and protected assets ( [20]–[24]),
they all share the same base concepts: AAAaaS features the
support for traditional AAA and for Identity andAccessMan-
agement (IAM), also allowing the integration with external
identity providers. AAAaaS has been developed following
three fundamental cloud principles, namely scalability, elas-
ticity and resilience, and it is based on a RESTful service
developed in Python and a MongoDB database for storing
authorization policies and other required information. The
CloudFlare Secure Socket Layer7 (CFSSL) tool supports
the generation and management of the certificates used for
the communication between the RESTful service and the
database, making all internal communication encrypted.
Through an API or via web pages, the solution pro-
vides: i) authentication (sign in, token verification, read
user information, sign up, sign out, update user information,
delete user accounts, change password, reset password, and
resend account confirmation email), ii) authorization (create
rules, update rule, show rule, delete rule, use resource), and
iii) accounting and other features (traditional accounting,
i.e., read accounting of a user, and also other actions such as
creating email associations, reading email associations, and
deleting email associations).
The AAA architecture has been designed in such a way
that it can be easily maintained or further developed [10].
AAAaaS is provided as a containerized solution with three
main elements: web server, web application container and
database containers. The architecture represents the interac-
tion among the containers. The front-end block is a Docker
container with Nginx acting as a reverse proxy and redirect-
ing all the traffic to the web application container back-end
(Nginx provides load balancing and resilience capabilities).
The web application container queries the database container
represented by Data Storage. The use of containers allows
several instances of the different components, thus providing
a scalable solution. Also, it is possible to load the SSL certifi-
cate to ensure secure communications with all clients through
HyperText Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS). By providing
7https://www.cloudflare.com/ssl/-Last visited on July 2019
the location of the web application instances, the requests
can be redirected according to the introduced settings (e.g.,
instance weights, least-connected or other settings).
The web application handles all the HTTP(S) requests
made to the service. Every request is then validated using
secure methodologies. For instance, passwords are encrypted
with SALT functions. Passwords must fulfill three out of four
conditions (e.g., minimum length, letters, numbers, capital),
they cannot be the same as the user name, as well as other
criteria. As mentioned before, queries to the database are
secured with SSL certificates. The service is based on tokens,
randomly issued at each sign-in session and with an expiry
date that can be up to seven days (when the ‘‘stay signed in’’
option is checked). After the expiry date, tokens are no longer
valid and a new sign in is required.
AAAaaS also provides an iAA (infrastructure Authenti-
cation and Authorization). The iAA deals with the authen-
tication and authorization of infrastructure accesses instead
of applications, services or end-users. It provides a graphical
user interface and a RESTful API. The iAA module provides
an end-point for Mesos agents or frameworks to authenticate
themselves and gain clearance to access certain resources.
The module acts as a middleware between Mesos agents or
frameworks and the Mesos Master. It can be easily adapted to
support different frameworks executed from the Command
Line Interface (CLI) and allows changes (e.g., updates) to
be made to the Mesos system without having a disruptive
effect on the iAA process. The iAA control is carried out in
accordance with the authorization mechanisms (i.e., creden-
tials and Access Control Lists - ACLs) available on theMesos
Master. To achieve this, a mapping between the credentials
created by the user and a set of credentials previously loaded
on the Mesos Master is provided. This means a pair of Mesos
credentials (principal and secret in the Mesos terminology) is
assigned to each registered user in a completely transparent
manner.
In the context of the City Administration Dashboard
application, the AAAaaS has been exploited to support
the Authentication and Authorization on the various ser-
vices and models running with Spark (e.g., DQaaS and
EMaaS) and Ophidia (descriptive models) on top of the
EUBra-BIGSEA platform. In particular, each big data com-
ponent/service involved in this application (i.e., Ophidia,
EMaaS and DQaaS) has been developed or extended to check
the validity of the authentication tokens and the authorization
rules, exploiting the AAAaaS, before granting permission for
the actual requested processing.
V. DATA PRIVACY
To guarantee data privacy protection, PRIVAaaS (PRIVAcy as
a Service) has been integrated into the City Administration
Dashboard. PRIVAaaS [13] is a software toolkit developed
in the context of the EUBra-BIGSEA project. It provides a
set of libraries and tools that allow controlling and reduc-
ing data leakage in the context of big data processing and,
consequently, help protect sensitive information (e.g., names,
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FIGURE 6. Detail of PRIVAaaS Anonymization 1 process on bus card data.
addresses, social security IDs, credit card numbers, etc.)
that is processed by data analytics algorithms. PRIVAaaS
is based on anonymization techniques (e.g., generalization,
suppression, encryption, masking [25]) and anonymization
policies [26]. It is a free and open source tool, developed in
Java language and suitable for big data and cloud computing
contexts.
As shown in Fig. 3, the PRIVAaaS component is used
both on input (Anonymization 1) and output data contain-
ing statistical values (through risk re-identification process -
Anonymization 3 [27]).
The Anonymization 1 phase is applied, in this case,
on bus cards data. In this phase, the raw input data is
updated with PRIVAaaS by applying a specific privacy pol-
icy and producing an intermediate anonymized version of
the input data. In particular, the bus card identifier field
- the unique ID number identifying the bus card user
(referred to as ‘‘NUMEROCARTAO’’ in Fig. 6) - represents
a sensitive attribute that must be updated by PRIVAaaS
through the application of an anonymization technique (i.e.,
encryption). The other fields in the bus card data represent
non-sensitive (or less sensitive) information, i.e., the bus line
code (‘‘CODLINHA’’) and name (‘‘NOMELINHA’’), the vehi-
cle identifier (‘‘CODVEICULO’’), the date and time when
the bus card was used (‘‘DATAUTILIZACAO’’), the bus user
birth date (‘‘DATANASCIMENTO’’) and gender (‘‘SEXO’’).
In this case, the anonymization policy requires the encryption
of this field in order to remove the direct reference to a
specific user, while retaining the usage correspondence of the
same bus card. Fig. 6 shows an example of how this kind of
anonymization is performed in the application.
The output produced by the descriptive analytics block
includes some aggregate data that could potentially be
used to infer sensitive information. Hence, the PRIVAaaS
(Anonymization 3 phase) is applied to the output data of the
descriptive analytics block to evaluate the re-identification
risk of the dataset and, as necessary, to increase its level
of anonymity, based on a risk threshold defined in the
policy file [27]. In particular, some statistics contain infor-
mation regarding the bus user’s birth date and gender
(represented as ‘‘BIRTHDATE’’ and ‘‘GENDER’’ in Fig. 7),
FIGURE 7. Detail of PRIVAaaS Anonymization 3 process on descriptive
model output data.
which are considered sensitive fields (more specifically,
quasi-identifier fields) and require proper anonymization
techniques to reduce the risk of bus user’s re-identification
from the output. Under these circumstances, the k-anonymity
algorithm [28] is applied over the quasi-identifiers fields,
using the generalization technique for the user’s birthdate and
the suppression technique for the gender respectively (these
techniques are defined in the policy). For this type of output,
the suggested risk threshold lies within the range of 0.01 to
0.05. These values were obtained from the literature ( [29],
[30]). Fig. 7 shows an example of this anonymization process.
As it can be seen, the ‘‘BIRTHDATE’’ field values are
replaced with a generalized version within a range, while
the ‘‘GENDER’’ field has not been suppressed, since the risk
threshold has already been reached by the k-anonymity appli-
cation with the generalization of the birthdate field (which is
considered a higher priority by the algorithm due to the higher
variability of the field’s values).
To sum up, in the target application, Anonymization
1 is performed on input raw data during the ETL or
pre-processing steps to anonymize sensitive attributes (e.g.,
the bus card identifier field), whereas Anonymization 3 is
executed on the output data produced by the applications to
prevent values re-identification.
VI. DATA QUALITY-AWARE SERVICES: DQaaS AND
EMaaS
In the City Administration Dashboard application, the first
stage of the pipeline focuses on data quality-aware prepara-
tion and pre-processing. In particular, at this stage the analysis
and annotation of the data sources is performed. The analysis
aims to understand if the quality of the input data is suitable
for obtaining high quality results. Data Quality (DQ) is,
in fact, a fundamental ingredient for the effective exploitation
of big data [31]. Data quantity can create a real value only if
combined with data quality: good decisions and actions are
the results of correct, reliable and complete data [32], [33].
In such a scenario, methods and techniques able to eval-
uate the quality of the available data are needed. Most of
the literature contributions in this field are about structured
data [34], so new algorithms have to be designed in order
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to deal with novel requirements concerning variety as well
as volume and velocity issues. In the proposed applications,
such methods are provided by the following two data quality-
aware modules:
• Data Quality as a Service (DQaaS, see Section VI-A):
it is in charge of providing a descriptive view of data
sources quality, with the aim of supporting the analytics
applications in understanding which data is relevant and
useful to be considered in more advanced analyses;
• Entity Matching as a Service (EMaaS, see
Section VI-B): it supports data integration by providing
approaches for entity matching management.
A. DATA QUALITY AS A SERVICE
Data Quality is often defined as fitness for use, i.e., the
ability of a data collection to meet users’ requirements [35].
It can be considered as a good starting point for filtering out
non-significant information and improving the effectiveness
of the results of processes and applications. In fact, especially
in a big data scenario, not all data is relevant: one of the
fundamental difficulties is that extracted information can
be biased, noisy, outdated, incorrect, misleading and thus
unreliable [36]. Poor data quality can prevent applications
from exploiting the potential value of big data. Therefore, it is
important to analyze and pre-process the provided data before
using big data sources.
Data Quality is evaluated by means of different dimen-
sions, whose definition mainly depends on the context of
use [34]. Anyway, most studies focus on a small set of DQ
dimensions that are considered relevant; such set includes:
accuracy, completeness, timeliness, and consistency [34]. For
structured data, Data Quality literature offers several contri-
butions that propose assessment algorithms for these consoli-
dated dimensions but big data pose new challenges [37], [38]:
(i) in order to manage the increasing data volume and min-
imize the execution time of the assessment algorithms, new
methods designed to exploit sampling and parallel computing
are needed; (ii) the presence of heterogeneous sources (i.e.,
variety) requires the design of an adaptive system able to trig-
ger the proper assessment algorithms on the basis of the data
types and sources. In fact, not all the data quality dimensions
are always computable: the set of DQ dimensions to consider
depends on the type of source and the type of data.
Based on these requirements, the Data Quality ser-
vice (DQaaS) designed within the scope of the EUBra-
BIGSEA project is able to provide information about the
quality of the analyzed big data sources. Quality metadata is
provided to make users, analytics or data mining applications
aware of the quality of input data and, in particular, to support
the selection of relevant data. In fact, DQ is able to identify
and eliminate noises that can affect data interpretation and the
effectiveness of decision support systems.
1) DQaaS ARCHITECTURE
This section describes the components of the Data Qual-
ity service and how the assessment module will work also
FIGURE 8. Data quality service architecture.
considering big data constraints. The proposed Data Quality
service architecture is depicted in Fig. 8 [39].
The core of the architecture is the DQ profiling and assess-
ment module that consists of two main components: the
Profiling module and the Assessment module.
The Profiling module is in charge of providing some met-
rics useful to measure and monitor the general quality of a
dataset [40]. It contains a SourceAnalyzer service that takes a
data source as input and, if feasible, defines its principal char-
acteristics: list (i.e., source schema) and type of attributes.
On the basis of this information, the source analyzer provides
the list of data quality dimensions that can be evaluated. The
DQ profiling module then collects statistics and information
about data. In particular, on the basis of the input data source,
it provides general quality metadata such as the volume (i.e.,
number of registrations or size of the source) and metadata
associated with each attribute, such as number of null values,
number of distinct values, number of duplicates, maximum,
minimum, mean and standard deviation (only for numeri-
cal values). This profiling metadata is important in order to
understand the content of the sources and it often reveals
the presence of errors. For example, if an attribute age is
associated with a maximum value equal to 150, it would be
evident that the source contains an error. Again, the number
of distinct values is a useful indicator for revealing errors
especially if the respective attribute can only have values of a
finite domain.
The Assessment module is in charge of computing Data
Quality dimensions. It takes the data to analyze and the
metadata provided by the Profiling module as input and then
triggers the suitable assessment algorithms for the dimen-
sions that can be evaluated by considering the type of input
source and data. For this reason, it is called a context-aware
Data Quality assessment.
The Assessment module periodically analyzes the entire
source, calculating all the possible quality dimensions and
storing the results in the quality metadata repository. In order
to enrich the context for the assessment, it is possible to add
the requirements of the users/applications that need to access
the analyzed data sources. A Data Quality Service Interface
allows users to submit a configuration file through which
they can set the portion of data to analyze, the quality dimen-
sions to consider and the granularity selected to perform the
assessment. There are four types of granularity that can be
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selected. Data object granularity level provides an array of
aggregated quality values, where each value is associated
with one dimension and expresses the quality level of the
specific aspect (e.g., completeness, accuracy) for the entire
dataset. The dataset can be both the entire dataset or a portion
of data of interest for an application. Attribute granularity
level, for which the assessment provides a matrix of aggre-
gated quality values, where each cell reveals the aggregated
quality value of one dimension for a specific attribute. Value
granularity level, where the values of a selected attribute
are used as grouping keys. The assessment module pro-
vides a set of aggregated quality values for each group.
Tuple granularity level provides data quality values for each
attribute.
As regards data quality dimensions, the data quality assess-
ment module is able to evaluate the accuracy, completeness,
consistency, distinctness, precision and timeliness, as also
described in [39]. Accuracy is a measure of correctness: a
value is considered correct if it belongs to the domain of
values accepted for a specific attribute [41]. If a value is not
correct, accuracy can be measured as its minimum close-
ness to a value of the considered domain. Completeness
measures the degree with which a dataset is complete [35],
by considering the amount of values currently available in
the dataset and the expected amount of values. Note that
the expected amount of values considers both null values
in available registrations and missing registrations. Consis-
tency refers to the violation of semantic rules defined over
a set of data items [34]. In our approach, semantic rules are
automatically derived from significant functional dependen-
cies gathered by the Profiling module. Distinctness considers
duplicates and measures the percentage of unique registra-
tions or distinct attribute values in a dataset. Precision is
calculated only for numerical attributes and can be defined
as the degree of closeness among the subsequent values
of an attribute. Timeliness is the degree with which val-
ues are temporally valid [35] and is calculated by consid-
ering the age and the frequency of changes for a specific
value.
As better described in [42], the DQaaS is also enriched
with a DQ Adapter that tunes the precision of the results
according to the specification of the user. Note that Data
Quality computation can be time expensive, especially if a
high volume of data has to be analyzed. If the user needs fast
responses, sampling techniques can be applied to address the
velocity issues by selecting (through the adapter) a subset
of the available data to provide a faster evaluation. Such
evaluation will be clearly affected by a lower precision that
has been defined as an index called confidence. In this way,
the output of the DQ profiling and assessmentmodules is a set
of metadata expressing a Data Quality evaluation of sources,
sometimes coupled with a confidence value. This information
is written in the Quality Metadata repository.
From an implementation standpoint, the DQaaS module
has been built on top of Apache Spark running over a dis-
tributed Hadoop File System - HDFS. In the City Dashboard
Administration application, the execution of Spark is han-
dled by the underlying elasticMesos infrastructure, described
in IV-A.
2) DATA QUALITY ASSESSMENT - EXPERIMENTS
As described above, the DQaaS module is used to evalu-
ate the quality of a data source with respect to data usage.
This section illustrates the results obtained by analyzing the
streaming data source considered in the municipality sce-
nario, including both Bus Position Data and Bus User Card
Data. The results for the Bus User Card Data are reported in
the experiments. The fields describing the Birth Date and Sex
of the user have not been considered for privacy issues. The
goal of the evaluation is twofold:
• Providing information about the Data Quality of the
streaming data sources, considering different levels of
granularity. In particular, Data Quality details are pro-
vided both for the overall data source, computing a set
of DQ metrics that can provide an overview of the data
source, and at the tuple level. At the tuple level, a subset
of the metrics is evaluated for each entry of the dataset,
to provide information about the quality of the specific
tuple. In particular, as shown in the following, the output
is an extended version of the input source. The original
schema is extended with the data quality attributes that
can be calculated at the tuple level. In this way, each
tuple is composed of its values and the respective quality
attributes.
• Providing an evaluation of the performance of the Data
Quality service in terms of the five DQ dimensions.
The experiments presented in this section concern the qual-
ity results of the analysis of all the data contained in both the
available data sources. The fact that the entire dataset has been
considered, guarantees the highest accuracy of the results.
The next two subsections show the results of the experiments
conducted on the biggest datasets.
3) DATA QUALITY PROFILING
As described in Section VI-A1, Data Quality Profiling con-
sists of a set of activities that have to be executed the first
time a data source is processed. It is used to extract some
basic information from the data source that enables the fol-
lowing assessment step. Analyses have been executed on
this source of data collected in May 2017, with a volume
of approximately 1 GigaByte (GB). The first time the data
source is uploaded, it is initially analysed to automatically
detect the type of collected attributes. The results of this task
are: type string for attributes CODLINHA, CODVEICULO,
NOMELINHA and NUMEROCARTAO, and type datetime for
DATAUTILIZACAO.
Since the Data Quality assessment depends on the type of
attributes, the use of experts knowledge coded in a specific
repository enables the association of the attributes with the
quality dimensions that can be evaluated and the related
granularity level (see Table 2).
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TABLE 2. Data Quality dimensions that can be assessed on the
considered source.
Note that the NUMEROCARTAO attribute was initially
considered as a numerical type, thus leading the system to
wrongly associate accuracy with precision. Here, a domain
expert has been needed to check and correct the results.
In this particular case, accuracy and precision have not been
evaluated.
Finally, during the profiling phase, the automatic extraction
of consistency rules between the attributes in the data source
is also performed. In this phase, the values of the attributes are
analysed to detect causal dependencies among them. In the
considered data source, three consistency rules were detected:
(i) CODLINHA → CODVEICULO, (ii) CODLINHA →
NOMELINHA and (iii) CODLINHA, CODVEICULO →
DATAUTILIZACAO. Rules state that a bus line is associated
with the same vehicle and the same name, and that the combi-
nation of bus line and vehicle is associated with the same date
(suggesting that for different dates this combination might
change). Note that our evaluations have been performed by
using a blocking approach that analyzes registrations day by
day. This is the reason why our tool considered the first and
the third rules as significant. Each day a specific vehicle is
assigned to a specific bus line. As a final note, it is important
to remark that data source profiling is performed only once.
4) DATA QUALITY ASSESSMENT
Data quality assessment has been performed by con-
sidering a specific configuration setup for the target
application. In particular, such settings define: (i) which
attributes of the data source is worth of considera-
tion (CODLINHA; CODVEICULO; NUMEROCARTAO;
DATAUTILIZACAO; NOMELINHA); (ii) the grouping
attributes, that are the attributes that can be used for the
‘‘value level’’ granularity (CODLINHA, CODVEICULO;
CODLINHA); (iii) a set of filters, by using the variables
‘‘value intervals’’ and ‘‘selected values’’ (for a comprehen-
sive assessment no filters were defined); (iv) the list of dimen-
sions to assess (completeness, consistency, distinctness,
TABLE 3. Data source quality.
FIGURE 9. Enriched data source with data quality evaluation (in bold) per
tuple.
timeliness, volume); (v) the volatility value (i.e., the days a
value is temporally valid for) to use for the assessment of the
timeliness dimensions (in our example, a long period has been
chosen since data is also used for historical analysis); (vi) the
desired level of granularity for each selected attribute (global;
attribute; value; tuple).
Considering the source level granularity, Table 3 describes
the results obtained from the Data Quality assessment of the
Bus Users Card dataset at the source level.
As regards completeness, there were no missing values
in the dataset but there were some missing registrations.
Such missing registrations have been detected by considering
historical values and estimating the frequency with which
users were expected to enter the buses. The distinctness value
reveals that no duplicates were included in the dataset. Timeli-
ness values is themean value of the timeliness associated with
the considered registrations, whose amount is shown by the
volume dimension. The evaluation of consistency has been
executed for the rules extracted in the profiling phase. How-
ever, only the second rule is relevant for the whole dataset and
it has been evaluated to assess the consistency value shown
in Table 3. As discussed before, the other rules are only valid
if a single block (one day of data) is considered, whereas they
are not valid when the whole dataset is considered.
The assessment also generates an enriched dataset by
adding information about quality to each tuple in the dataset.
Not all metrics can be computed at the tuple level, and here the
focus is on three different metrics: completeness, consistency,
and timeliness. Completeness expresses if there are any miss-
ing values in the tuple. Consistency evaluates the validity of
the consistency rules extracted in the profiling phase for the
considered tuple. Finally, timeliness evaluates the temporal
validity of the timestamp of the considered tuple. An extract
of the resulting enriched dataset is shown in Fig. 9.
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B. ENTITY MATCHING AS A SERVICE
In the EUBra-BIGSEA project, EMaaS has been devel-
oped to address important problems of data acquisition and
descriptive models development. The data acquisition prob-
lem EMaaS deals with is the lack of accuracy and precision
of official and non-official sources, which ends up produc-
ing incoherent information and unalignment of buildings,
streets and bus stops. EMaaS can support the detection and
measurement of matching problems when linking these data
sources. Regarding the descriptive models, a fundamental
abstraction of these models is a trajectory, i.e., the path tra-
versed by each end user while using public transportation.
Trajectories comprise not only dynamic spatial data, but also
the other types of data that enrich the trajectory informa-
tion. Building such trajectories is a challenge by itself, since
matching the various types of data to a specific end user
trajectory may be very tricky and demand advanced and com-
plex techniques. Thus, a couple of EMaaS approaches have
also been developed to deal with trajectories matching and
provide high-quality integrated geospatial-temporal training
data, in order to support the predictive machine learning
algorithms (predictive models) developed during the project.
With respect to Table 1, the EMaaS considers the following
data sources as input: (i) shapes and schedules for bus oper-
ation; (ii) automatic vehicle location, either instantaneous or
historical; and (iii) automatic fare collection data informing
when transit users boarded and sometimes left the vehicles.
1) THE EMaaS ARCHITECTURE
EMaaS is capable of performing efficient (data-intensive)
matching tasks by means of the programming models devel-
oped in the context of EUBra-BIGSEA project. It includes the
implementation of BULMA (BUs Line MAtching), BULMA-
RT (Real-Time BUs Line MAtching) and BUSTE (BUs Stop
Ticketing Estimation).
Briefly, BULMA has been developed to address the task
of identifying bus trajectories from the sequences of noisy
geospatial-temporal data sources. It performs the linkage
between the bus GPS trajectories and their correspond-
ing road segments on a digital map (i.e., predefined tra-
jectories or shapes) running a batch processing. In this
sense, BULMA is a novel unsupervised technique capa-
ble of matching a bus trajectory with the correct shape,
considering the cases in which there are multiple shapes
for the same route (usual cases in many Brazilian cities,
e.g., Curitiba and São Paulo). Furthermore, BULMA is able
to detect bus trajectory deviations and mark them in its
output.
The Real-Time BULMA (BULMA-RT) challenge has
been raised to support the predictive machine learning algo-
rithms that must often be trained in short periods of time
(e.g., every two hours). The objective is to answer the fol-
lowing question: can we train and update predictive models
in real-time mode using updated bus trajectory information?
Additionally, the objective can be extended to address other
types of questions, such as: can we use the BULMA output to
FIGURE 10. The proposed EMaaS Architecture to address the problem of
bus trajectory matching and ticketing data integration.
identify bus trajectories and thus monitor bus trajectories in
real-time? Such questions have motivated the investigation
of a new technique able to produce integrated geo-spatio-
temporal data of bus trajectories by processing real-time
streaming GPS data.
Themain difference between theBULMAandBULMA-RT
is the Map-matching context. The input of BULMA contains
all GPS information regarding the bus trajectories performed
during the entire day. This historical context of bus trips
enables a broader analysis of the trajectories performed by
buses, such as the definition of complementary or circular
trajectories. Unlike this scenario, the input of BULMA-RT
only contains a few GPS geo-spatial points and the algorithm
must identify the correct shape considering these small pieces
of trajectory information. Thismeans that, this time, the usage
of the ending point of the trip is no longer possible. Conse-
quently, the context information about the bus trajectories is
no longer available.
In order to enrich the BULMA and BULMA-RT output,
BUSTE (BUs Stop Ticketing Estimation) is used to perform a
time interpolation over the shapes (based onBULMAoutput).
Furthermore, BUSTE positions the bus stops over the interpo-
lated shape and groups the boarding passengers according to
each bus stop. In other words, the idea of BUSTE is to provide
an estimate of the number of passengers boarding at each
bus stop. BUSTE also provides rich and high-quality inte-
grated geospatial-temporal data to support the City Munici-
pality Dashboard application, see Fig. 3. Note that BUSTE
receives the anonymized ticketing data as input and pro-
duces the enriched Historical Bus GPS data. This means that
the BUSTE computation is not influenced by the presence
of anonymized values in ticketing data. The BULMA and
BUSTE architecture is depicted in Fig. 10. See [43], for more
details about BULMA and BUSTE implementation.
Aswe can see (according to EMaaS architecture), BULMA
and BUSTE approaches can be executed through a Spark
or COMPSs job. The execution of BULMA-RT can be per-
formed through a Spark Streaming job. BULMA output files
are partitioned into n files assigned to BUSTE COMPSs
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workers to be processed in parallel. As for the other com-
ponents, the EMaaS is executed over the underlying elastic
Mesos environment (see IV-A). The first step of BUSTE
enriches the historical bus trips (generated by BULMA) by
positioning the bus stops over the interpolated shape selected
by BULMA. Afterwards, BUSTE groups the passengers
boarding at each bus stop. Regarding the crowdedness predic-
tion, i.e., a feature of the Bus Trip Recommender application,
it is also generated based on historical bus GPS data (gener-
ated by the EMaaS approaches BULMA and BUSTE). The
prediction model is trained using a state-of-the-art machine
learning technique based on Spark over the BUSTE output.
Thus, the trained predictive model is used to predict future
trip duration and crowdedness.
2) EMaaS EVALUATION
Since the output of BULMA is the keystone of bus trajec-
tories matching, we evaluate the BULMA technique against
the BoR-tech, a strategy utilized in [44] regarding a critical
factor in performance: the trade-off (relation) between the
map-matching effectiveness (quality) and the efficiency (exe-
cution time) of each technique. The BoR-techwork presented
in [44] looks similar to ours. It shows a method for infer-
ring transit network topology from commonly available data
feeds. It makes use of a Bag-of-Roads strategy, which is a
sparse vector containing the number of road segments tra-
versed by a bus b, where its i-th element denotes the frequency
of bus b traversing the road segments. Then, it selects the
top-k nearest predefined routes according to the Euclidean
distance and Cosine similarity. Their results show good per-
formance using the routing between the bus trajectory stops
as a form of map-matching. In this respect, two real-world
data sources have been utilized: the first dataset (DS-GPS)
contains five days of GPS information (from 2016-10-30 to
2016-11-04) collected from the public transportation agency
of Curitiba (Brazil). The second one (DS-shapes) contains
all the shapes (i.e., the trajectories that a bus should follow)
extracted from the GTFS, also provided by the public trans-
portation agency of Curitiba. The DS-GPS and DS-shapes
datasets have been utilized to study the performance of both
techniques in terms of execution time.
For the evaluation of the map-matching effectiveness,
we utilized a gold-standard data source. This ground-truth
data source was manually (visually) labeled by a human
data specialist and contains all the trips of nineteen routes
performed by the buses on 2016-10-30. To measure the effec-
tiveness, we applied three quality metrics: i) recall, which
estimates the portion of correspondences that were correctly
identified, denoted by
recall = TP(lb)
TP(lb)+ FN (lb)
where TP(lb) is the amount of correctly labeled GPS points
(true positives) and FN (lb) is the amount of incorrectly
labeled GPS points (false negatives). The recall value is
FIGURE 11. Sensitivity analysis of ϕPSR .
included in the interval [0, 1], with higher values indicating
better results.
Before performing the map-matching effectiveness evalua-
tion, we first needed to define the ϕPSR value, i.e., a threshold
used to decide whether a GPS point is a start or finish point,
to be utilized as a parameter of BULMA. To define that,
we performed a sensitivity analysis using six different thresh-
olds (from 0.05 to 0.15) over the gold standard data source,
as depicted in Fig. 11. We only show this threshold range
because a threshold value under 0.05 or above 0.15 would
result in worse values of F-measure. As we can see, the ϕPSR
value chosen was 0.09 due to the higher Map-matching
effectiveness achieved (in terms of F-measure). Thus, all the
experiments in this work utilized the ϕPSR value of 0.09.
Tables 4 and 5 show themap-matching effectiveness values
of the two techniques. The evaluation is organized in two
scenarios. The first one is related to the classification per-
formed by the techniques regarding the two types of shapes
(described in the VI-B1): complementary shapes (i.e., shapes
that must join to other shapes to form a complete route) and
circular shapes (i.e., shapes that describe a complete route by
themselves), while the second one compares the execution
of the two techniques over problematic routes existing in the
DS-GPS dataset.
Table 4 shows the observed execution times along with
the number of buses and F-measure collected values for the
execution of the two techniques over common routes existing
in the DS-GPS. As we can see, in all cases, none of the
approaches achieved the (highest) F-measure of 1.0. The
main reason for this result is related to the significant amount
of sparse and missing GPS data within a few bus trips. Such
situation leads the techniques to make erroneous decisions
during the detection of the start and finish points. Also, note
that, in Table 4, BoR-tech outperforms BULMA in terms of
execution time due to the lack of more complex mechanisms
to deal with the problem of multiple shapes describing the
same route. However, in all cases, BULMA outperforms BoR-
tech in terms ofmap-matching effectiveness. Themain reason
for that, regarding the F-measure of complementary and cir-
cular shapes, is its capability to analyze all the trips performed
by a bus during a day. SinceBULMA selects the best sequence
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TABLE 4. Comparative table of common cases.
TABLE 5. Comparative table of noisy, missing and sparse GPS data.
of shapes associated with the entire trajectory performed by a
bus during a day, it is able to optimize the ‘‘best fit’’ sequence
of shapes according to the trajectory performed by the bus.
For this reason, in the case of typical complementary shapes,
BULMA (0.98) slightly outperforms BoR-tech (0.94) in terms
of F-measure.
However, the superior performance of BULMA is high-
lighted by the map-matching of circular shapes in Table 4.
Note that BULMA achieved a F-measure of 0.87 against
0.26 of BoR-tech regarding typical circular routes. This result
shows the lack of robustness of BoRtech in detecting the
correct shape among multiple shapes that refer to the same
route. The overall results (shown in the third column of
Table 4) present the performance values for the execution
of the techniques over all the common complementary and
circular shape types. Table 5 shows the observed execution
times along with the number of buses and F-measure col-
lected values for the execution of the two techniques over
problematic routes existing in the DS-GPS dataset. The status
of problematic is defined by BULMA and BoR-tech when it
is impossible to properly detect the start point (start or finish
points in the case of BULMA). This issue can occur due to the
presence of noisy, missing or sparse GPS data or the usage
of an insufficient threshold (to determine the start and finish
points). Thus, all trajectories with such detection restriction
for both approaches aremarked as problematic. Table 5 shows
the results regarding the execution of both techniques over
four problematic routes (with noisy, missing or sparse GPS
data).
VII. DESCRIPTIVE ANALYTICS
The descriptive analytics module represents a core compo-
nent of the application; it is in charge of computing the aggre-
gated statistics (level-2 data) delivered to the web GUI for
final end-user access and visualization. The application runs
through COMPSs on top of a cloud infrastructure hosting
an Apache Mesos cluster (see Section IV-A) and exploits
Ophidia to enable in-memory, parallel data analytics tasks.
The next two subsections delve into the details of the descrip-
tive analytics application (Section VII-A) and cloud-enabled
runtime execution (Section VII-B).
A. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION
The descriptive analytics module starts from the set of level-
1 data produced by the data quality-aware services and com-
putes a set of statistics regarding:
• bus users, e.g., the number of buses each user
(anonymized) took in a given time range;
• bus lines, e.g., the number of passengers on a given bus
line in a given time range;
• bus stops, e.g., the number of passengers boarding at
each bus stop in a given time range.
From an implementation standpoint, the descriptive analyt-
ics module has been developed as a Python application using
COMPSs and Ophidia at two different levels: COMPSs as
the programming framework and runtime execution engine
and Ophidia for the parallel I/O and data analytics tasks. The
Python language has been chosen as it is largely used within
the Data Science community and there is a huge Python
eco-system of libraries for data analysis already available.
With respect to the target application, the Python bindings
provided by the two frameworks through PyCOMPSs8 and
PyOphidia9 have been exploited.
As shown in Fig. 12, the module implements three steps:
(i) an additional preprocessing stage (ETL) performed on
the level-1 data, (ii) the descriptive model to compute the
aggregate stats (eventually pre-filtering data based on DQ
constraints) and (iii) a final anonymization stage. More in
detail:
• Step 1 performs the ETL to: (i) extract the data from
the CSV or JSON files produced by the DQaaS and
8https://pypi.org/project/pycompss/ - Last visited on July 2019
9https://anaconda.org/conda-forge/pyophidia - Last visited on July 2019
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FIGURE 12. Descriptive analytics module internals.
the EMaaS, (ii) transform the data format and structure
to speed up the ingestion in Ophidia and (iii) import
the data (and metadata) into the Ophidia in-memory
data store [45]. To speed up the process, these steps
are performed on multiple input files in parallel. Data
ingestion relies on the Ophidia parallel I/O support; data
partitions make use of the Ophidia distributed storage
model;
• Step 2 performs the actual computation of the aggregate
statistics by running a set of parallel operators at the
level of the Ophidia framework, to properly manipu-
late (e.g., slide/dice, reduce, transform) the data (cubes)
ingested during Step 1. Additionally, before computing
the statistics, some data can be filtered out by taking
into account data quality constraints related to consis-
tency, completeness and timeliness (as defined in previ-
ous section VI-A1). These constraints are dynamically
applied to the imported data, thus making possible the
statistics computation under different data quality con-
straints. At the end of the in-memory computation,
the final results are stored in the output file;
• Step 3 applies the Anonymization (level 3) to the output
file produced by the descriptive model. This stage pro-
duces a new file, by applying the k-anonymity algorithm
described in Section V to some sensitive information.
Concerning the computation of the aggregate statistics,
several algorithms have been implemented according to the
type of metrics to be computed; in particular, the following
Ophidia operators have mainly been used: data subsetting,
time aggregation (to statistical values), dimension reduction,
data masking and data import/export. As stated at the begin-
ning of the section, multiple types of aggregation on both the
time dimension (e.g., hourly, daily, weekly or monthly, but
also on specific weekdays or groups of related weekdays -
like weekends) and the bus-related dimensions (e.g., on the
whole set of bus lines/stops/users to show an aggregate view
of the entire bus transportation system) are implemented. For
each combination of aggregations, various statistics are com-
puted on the defined temporal aggregation (e.g., minimum,
Listing 1. Python code snippet about one type of aggregate metrics
computation.
maximum, total or average number of passengers boarding at
a bus stop/using the bus line).
These steps are computed concurrently on various blocks
of data, e.g., for different time periods or metrics, through
COMPSs, which transparently makes different tasks of the
application run in parallel through its runtime engine, by tak-
ing advantage of the inherent code parallelism. As it can be
seen in lines 17 and 9-11 of the code in Listing 1, this is
achieved very easily using the COMPSs @task decorator on
the totalAggregation function. At run time, COMPSs
detects the multiple calls to the function (based on the number
of cycles in the loop in line 16) and schedules concurrent
instances of the task, also taking care of data dependencies
among tasks.
Each task executed by COMPSs, in turn, triggers the
remote execution of parallel data analytics operators in
the Ophidia server, through PyOphidia, as shown in
lines 4-5 of Listing 1, where a data reduction task with
nCores number of cores is performed. As it can be clearly
argued from Listing 1, the adopted approach has two major
advantages: (i) an easier development of big data applica-
tions, enabling fast prototyping of applications thanks to the
available high-level libraries and (ii) the ability to transpar-
ently handle inter-task and intra-task parallelism, as well as
managing tasks dependencies over distributed computation-
al/storage resources. In our tests, the COMPSs computational
tasks have been run in theMesos cluster at UPVwhile the data
analytics operators have been executed in the Ophidia server
at CMCC.
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FIGURE 13. Execution graph of the descriptive analytics block of the City Administration Dashboard from the COMPSs perspective.
B. CLOUD-ENABLED RUNTIME EXECUTION
Fig. 13 shows the complete execution graph of the descriptive
analytics block from the COMPSs runtime perspective. Each
circle represents a COMPSs task executing a block of code
with one or several instructions. For the sake of understand-
ing, the graph is related to the application execution on a
subset of input files related to 3 months, i.e., 65 files. In a real
setting, several days could be missing for different reasons,
i.e., AFC network downtime, AFC on-board unit malfunc-
tioning. In fact, each blue circle at the top of the graph is asso-
ciated with one of the input files; in particular, it refers to the
pre-processing stages. Then, the extraction (white circles) and
transformation (green circles) phases of the ETL procedure
are executed. The following 10 stages (purple, magenta, red
and yellow circles) refer to the computation of the different
aggregate statistics, where each circle represents the sequence
of Ophidia operators required to compute a specific metrics.
The number of tasks per level defines the maximum degree of
parallelism that can be achieved with respect to the specific
type of computed statistics. For example, in the last levels,
only four tasks are required since the four metrics (i.e., max,
min, avg, count) have to be computed on the full time range,
whereas in the middle layer 28 tasks can be executed in
parallel by running the computation of the four metrics on
each weekday (e.g., Monday, Tuesday, etc.). It is important
to mention that the circles at the same level can be exe-
cuted concurrently, based on the cloud resources availability,
whereas the different levels are executed sequentially due
to the inherent input/output dependencies in the algorithm
(the red hexagons in the graph). Moreover, most of the tasks
associated with Ophidia are executed in parallel. As a result,
such two-level parallelism strategy allows running multiple
parallel jobs concurrently, while also exploiting (at a finer
level) data-level parallelism to speed up I/O and analysis.
From an infrastructural point of view, it is worth noting that
the COMPSs runtime is executed as aMesos Framework [14]
at UPV. COMPSs processes are embedded as Docker
containers, which run on the Mesos resources allocated to the
COMPSs framework. COMPSs requests a different amount
of resources depending on the concurrency degree of the
executing graph of the application. In turn, EC3 manages the
Mesos underlying infrastructure (i.e., VMI) transparently and
dynamically (see Section IV-A).
Fig. 14 depicts the deployment of COMPSs workers on a
set of Mesos agents, each one running a Docker container
with two cores (in the picture, using the Mesos terminology,
tasks represent resources assigned to a framework). The lower
part of the picture shows the release of resources by COMPSs
related to completed tasks.
VIII. USER INTERFACE
The user interface for the City Administration Dashboard is
composed of a set of interactive dashboards and reports. The
dashboard allows decision makers to monitor Public Transit
with continuously updated information about deviations from
schedule, extra and missing bus trips, boarding per time of
day, ticketing share by company, total number of passengers
per bus line or month, day or hour of the day, etc. The
visualizations that compose the dashboard leverage visual
analytics techniques to encode information so that it is easy
to detect meaningful patterns, such as delays in the start or
end time of a trip and trips that take longer than expected,
as depicted in Fig. 15a. The data aggregation level shown
in the interface can be interactively defined by the user,
to drill down or summarize statistics over bus lines, days and
periods of a day. It starts from level-2 data provided by the
descriptive analytics module, although some level-1 data may
also be directly exploited for the report production. There is
also another visualization that aggregates the boarding events
per company, characterizing the global ticketing share in the
system, as shown in Fig. 15b.
Additionally, as depicted in Fig. 16, other views pro-
vide (a) hourly, daily, weekly and monthly aggregations for
each bus line (to compare the overall boarding across the
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FIGURE 14. Deployment of COMPSs workers in Mesos and dynamic release of resources (completed tasks).
FIGURE 15. City Administration dashboard visualizations: (a) route trip analysis (deviation from schedule) and boarding
stats; (b) ticketing share by company.
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FIGURE 16. (a) Statistics on total number of passengers per week over the Top-5 bus lines (b) and heatmap regarding the distribution of boardings at bus
stops.
different bus lines) or hourly and daily aggregations for each
weekday on all lines (useful to identify the bus peak hours)
and (b) heat maps regarding the distribution of boardings
at bus stops. Still, filters over specific time frames or bus
lines can be dynamically applied jointly with further aggre-
gation levels to get additional insights into particular sets of
data.
Besides these live interactive views of the data, the City
Administration Dashboard also provides analytics reports
(with aggregate metrics over longer periods) that are peri-
odically produced and made available to the stakeholders.
Examples of such reports are shown in Fig. 17. The People
paths report (a) examines the city neighborhoods as nodes in
a network, where there is an edge between two nodes if there
was a minimum number of trips between these neighbor-
hoods. This network allows the municipality to detect neigh-
borhoods that act as hubs in a period of time, and relationships
between groups of neighborhoods as communities in the
graph. The second report (Fig. 17b) examines the degree with
which passengers take trips that are suboptimal with respect
to time in the Public Transit system. A trip is suboptimal
if there was another trip with the same start and end points
that was shorter and started around the same time of the
one taken. Such trips indicate that passengers are not able
to navigate and plan their daily travels efficiently. Finally,
the third report (Fig. 17c) provides an Origin-Destination
matrix (OD-Matrix) [46] for Public Transport, a common
tool for city and transport planners, which aggregates the
estimates of trips duration between each pair of sectors in the
city. The creation of theOD-Matrix available through the City
Administration Dashboard is fully automated.
IX. STATE OF ART
This section presents a comprehensive state of the art anal-
ysis with respect to two different major dimensions of the
proposed work: big data infrastructures (Section IX-A) and
public transport applications issues (Section IX-B).
A. SOLUTIONS FOR BIG AND FAST DATA MANAGEMENT
As mentioned in Section III, given the heterogeneity of
data sources and the types of computation and func-
tionalities required by the City Administration Dashboard
application, various data management technologies have
been taken into consideration during the implementation.
Since the big data landscape provides a wide set of Open
Source technologies, a sound evaluation has been per-
formed on three different classes of systems (data stor-
age and management Section IX-A1, data analytics and
mining Section IX-A2, data streaming Section IX-A3) to
identity those capable of better addressing the application
requirements.
1) DATA STORAGE AND MANAGEMENT
As regards data storage and management, some well-known
solutions, both non-relational (NoSQL - Non-Structured
Query Language) and relational, include the Apache Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS), MongoDB, PostGIS or
Apache HBase. HDFS [47], [48] is a high-throughput, fault
tolerant, distributed file system based on the Google
File System (GFS) [49]. HDFS, together with YARN
and MapReduce, is one of the core modules of the
Apache Hadoop project.10 MongoDB11 is a multi-platform,
document-oriented database providing high performance,
high availability and scalability. It works on the con-
cept of document collections and provides a flexible
storage architecture. PostGIS12 is an open source spa-
tial database extension for PostgreSQL Object-Relational
Database Management System (ORDBMS) that adds sup-
port for geographic objects and follows the Open Geospatial
Consortium’s ‘‘Simple Features for SQL Specification’’ [50].
It provides several features such as processing of vector and
raster data, spatial reprojection, import/export of Environ-
mental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) shapefiles, 3D
object support. Finally, Apache HBase13 is an open-source,
distributed, versioned, non-relational database modeled after
Google’s ‘‘Bigtable: A Distributed Storage System for Struc-
tured Data’’ [51]. Similarly to Bigtable, which leverages the
distributed data storage provided by GFS, Apache HBase
provides Bigtable-like capabilities on top of Hadoop and
10http://hadoop.apache.org - Last visited on July 2019
11https://www.mongodb.com/ - Last visited on July 2019
12https://postgis.net - Last visited on July 2019
13https://hbase.apache.org - Last visited on July 2019
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FIGURE 17. Periodically-constructed analytics reports: (a) People paths; (b) User-choice inefficiency analysis; (c) Origin-matrix estimation.
HDFS. As it can be easily argued, there are no one-size-
fits-all solutions, which motivates the need for a technol-
ogy ecosystem rather than a single service or component.
In fact, while PostGIS provides strong support for Geo-
graphic Information System (GIS)-based data, HDFS is thor-
oughly integrated with several other technologies in the
Apache eco-system. The other technologies have not been
adopted since document-oriented or columnar-store solutions
were not required.
2) DATA ANALYTICS AND MINING
Concerning data analytics and mining, a variety of big
data-enabled solutions have been evaluated. Among these,
Apache Spark [52] is a well-known, fast and general-purpose
cluster computing framework, based on the abstraction of
Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDD), a distributed, fault-
tolerant, read-only collections of (in-memory) objects [53],
for large-scale data processing.14 Apache Hadoop MapRe-
duce is an implementation of the MapReduce programming
model [54] that allows the processing of massive data in a
parallel and distributed fashion on computer clusters. It is
one of the main components of the Hadoop framework.
Another such solution, Apache Hive15 [55] is a data ware-
house software that facilitates reading, writing and manag-
ing large datasets that reside in distributed storage through
SQL. It is built on top of Hadoop and provides tools to
enable easy access to data via SQL, access to files stored
directly in HDFS or in other storage systems like Apache
HBase, and query execution via various frameworks. Instead,
Apache Kylin16 is an open source distributed analytics engine
designed to provide SQL interface and multidimensional
14http://spark.apache.org - Last visited on July 2019
15https://hive.apache.org - Last visited on July 2019
16http://kylin.apache.org - Last visited on July 2019
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analysis (OLAP) on top of Hadoop supporting large datasets.
Similarly, Druid17 [56] is another open source data store
designed for OLAP queries. It provides a custom language
with operations to load, index, query and group (roll-up
data) and a fault-tolerant architecture with data partitioning
and replication. Finally, Ophidia [17], [57] is a data ana-
lytics framework for scientific data.18 It provides a com-
plete environment for the execution of data-intensive analysis
through parallel computing techniques, smart data distribu-
tion and in-memory I/O. It exploits an array-based storage
model and a hierarchical storage organization to partition and
distribute multidimensional scientific datasets over multiple
nodes. Among all these technologies, Ophidia and Spark have
been considered for the implementation of the application
due to their complementarity in dealing with data mining
and OLAP-based analysis. Apache Hive was not selected
since its native support would have required to run on top
of Hadoop which, as reported in literature, does not address
performance in the proper way; the support to run on top
of Spark has been added after the initial application design.
In this regard, it has been demonstrated in various papers
that Spark outperforms Hadoop in a very large set of use
cases [52], [58], [59]. Furthermore, even though Hive repre-
sents the SQL interface on top of the Hadoop stack, Spark
also provides an integrated support for relational queries
through the Spark SQL module [60], which can also exploit
HiveQL. From the OLAP perspective, Druid, Apache Kylin
and Ophidia are all able to run OLAP analytics. Similarly to
Hive though, Apache Kylin originally used Hadoop MapRe-
duce to create cubes from data, while the support for fast
cubing with Spark has only been added after the design of
the application (during 2017 with Kylin v2.0 [61]). On the
other hand, Druid shares some similarities with Ophidia since
it is an OLAP-based system with a main memory database,
capable of handling time series data and providing aggrega-
tion queries [56]. However, Druid is a column-oriented data
store primarily used for applications on event data, whereas
Ophidia implements a multi-dimensional, array-based data
store mainly addressing scientific data needs [16]. Hence,
Ophidia has been selected mainly due to (i) the native support
for both scientific and array-based data jointly with paral-
lel Message Passing Interface (MPI)-based operators, which
provides an optimized analytics engine for multidimensional
datasets, (ii) the native support for fast in-memory data anal-
ysis and (iii) the wide range of data analytics operators (about
50) and primitives (about 100) well suited for the statistical
computation required by the application.
3) DATA STREAMING
In terms of streaming data solutions, Apache Kafka19 [62] is
a distributed, partitioned and fault-tolerant publish-subscribe
messaging system that can handle hundreds of megabytes of
17http://druid.io/ - Last visited on July 2019
18http://ophidia.cmcc.it - Last visited on July 2019
19https://kafka.apache.org - Last visited on July 2019
reads/writes per second with low latency. Its scalable design
allows streams to be partitioned over a cluster of multiple
nodes. Another solution in this field, Apache Storm20 [63],
provides a distributed real time computing system which
allows the reliable processing of unbounded streams of data
and provides inherent parallelism to process high throughputs
of messages with very low latency. It can be very easily
coupled with Apache Kafka to ingest and process streams
of data. Apache Flink21 [64] is an open source platform for
distributed stream and batch data processing and ‘‘it has
native support for iterations, incremental iterations and pro-
grams consisting of large Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs)
of operations’. Finally, Apache Spark Streaming,22 part of
Apache Spark, is an execution framework that also allows
processing streams of data with high scalability, throughput,
and fault tolerance. Data streams can be absorbed from many
sources and then processed by the Spark engine. In particular,
Spark streaming has been selected due to a stronger and
seamless integration with Apache Spark and its data analytics
functionalities. In fact, as described in [65], which provides
a comparison of technologies for machine learning from
the Hadoop ecosystem, Storm does not come with a native
machine learning library and must rely on external libraries,
such as Apache SAMOA,23 whereas Spark Streaming can
rely on Spark native MLlib. Apache Flink can also exploit
Apache SAMOA for machine learning and, additionally,
it provides its own machine learning library, although it is a
more recent effort and does not support the same wide set of
functions as Spark MLlib.
B. PUBLIC TRANSIT ANALYTICS
Transportation stands out as a key area to be cared for
and closely monitored, as it directly impacts on citizens’
daily lives. In recent years, the European Union has estab-
lished guideline documents and policies stimulating the
adoption of data-driven decisions, specifically related to the
field of transportation, ranging from mobility data collec-
tion to the deployment and optimization of smart mobility
systems [66], [67].
There are sources of big data that can be used for a vari-
ety of purposes in this context: vehicle GPS streams [68],
mobile phone data [69], smart card data [70], Points of Inter-
est (POI) [71], among others. Out of these, the most common
available and used data sources for public transport operation
analyses are GPS and smart card data [8].
In order to perform analyses such as those previously
described in the context of public transportation, a number
of challenges must be overcome, more specifically related to
data integration [66]. First of all, the different data sources
to combine in order to perform the analysis were designed
and currently operate with diverse purposes, and they
20http://storm.apache.org - Last visited on July 2019
21https://flink.apache.org/ - Last visited on July 2019
22https://spark.apache.org/streaming/ - Last visited on July 2019
23https://samoa.incubator.apache.org - Last visited on July 2019
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usually have no explicit reference to each other [11]. In addi-
tion, there are numerous devices asynchronously generat-
ing data for the system, which increases the likelihood of
measurement errors [43]. Such challenges are tougher when
a city-wide analysis is performed, as opposed to a limited
(single/few-route) analysis, as in some cases [46].
Particularly in the case of smart card data, it is important
to state that most transportation systems are entry-only, which
means the user only needs to tap in the card at the beginning
of the trip, and not again at the end. Therefore, an important
information to be inferred in order to have a complete dataset
is where the user exited the bus [72]. The studies found in
literature use different models to perform the destination
estimation task, ranging from the trip chaining model [73],
passing through probability models [74], up to deep learning
models [75].
Another challenge faced in some cities is the special board-
ing stations, where the passenger can get in from the outside,
by tapping the smart card on the station reader; or from a
bus by alighting at the station, and then being able to board
another bus without having to use the smart card again. This
creates a challenge as the second boarding is not recorded in
the data and it gets harder to track users’ movements around
the city. Curitiba, our case study city, has many such stations
distributed throughout the city. Such problems have been
treated in literature by applying heuristics to decide which
bus the user might have taken based on the availability of
routes and their next boarding record [76]. We used a similar
approach in our experiments.
The use of a combination of GTFS, GPS and smart card
data allows a number of analyses and various applications
in the public transportation field, such as: passenger travel
pattern (Origin-Destination Matrices estimation) [73], [76],
performance simulation/evaluation of transport changes (e.g.,
adding a new bus route or removing a bus stop) [77], and
crowdedness estimation (either focusing on the user or on the
transit operator point of view) [78].
X. SOCIETAL IMPACT AND EXPLOITATION
The City Municipality Dashboard has been made available
to the Municipality of Curitiba, and a reduced version has
also been provided to the Municipality of Campina Grande,
a 400-thousand inhabitants city in the Northeast of Brazil.
Furthermore, since the application creation, continuous sup-
port for data availability, quality, security and formats has
been given to the Curitiba municipality. The proposed solu-
tion has fostered the adoption of standards such as ISO
NP/37166 (Specification of multi-source urban data inte-
gration for smart city planning) [79] and raised awareness
of data quality issues in the Curitiba Municipality, to gain
better insight into the challenges related to real urban transit
scenarios. In particular, the knowledge acquired from the data
exploited in the proposed application, promoted the participa-
tion of the teammembers in the ISOBrazilian team. Different
scenarios (noise, security, accessibility, gender) have been
considered and integrated with mobility data to understand
the impact of the whole project along the city. The integra-
tion of other data complements (such as traffic and Brazil-
ian accident data) through masters and doctoral theses has
been carried out by leveraging the results presented in this
work. In terms of data openness, EUBra-BIGSEA has been
instrumental to facilitate the discussion with theMunicipality
on making historical data for the city of Curitiba publicly
available,24 along with the integrated dataset.
XI. CONCLUSION
The dynamicity and diversity of the urban computing appli-
cations as well as the large spectrum of users’ expertise
in terms of big data require a platform that supports easy,
scalable and manageable development. The software stack
of the EUBra-BIGSEA fulfills such requirements and has
been proven to work effectively in the application scenario
of Urban Computing. This work presents a public transport
analytics application named City Administration Dashboard,
designed to fulfill the requirements of the Curitiba municipal-
ity in Brazil and built on top of the EUBra-BIGSEA platform.
The paper describes the proposed solution in terms of big
and fast data analytics platform, flexible and dynamic cloud
infrastructure, data quality-aware components, security and
privacy techniques, rich programmable framework layer and
web GUI with several views. It is important to note that the
application components (e.g., PRIVAaaS, DQaaS, EMaaS,
Descriptive Analytics) have been developed as independent
services to be used either as stand-alone components or easily
assembled at the developer’s convenience for other applica-
tions, not only limited to the public transportation domain.
Moreover, the integration of PyOphidia and PyCOMPSs
allows an easy development of parallel applications, hiding
at the same time the underlying infrastructure complexity,
parallelization and resource management aspects.
Furthermore, the entire application has been designed with
flexibility and generality in mind, to address replicabilitywith
respect to other cities. It has been deployed and demonstrated
in a real trans-Atlantic testbed across Europe and Brazil, and
represents a major output of the EUBra-BIGSEA project.
The future work concerns the extension of the set of
statistics (and the web interface views accordingly) to meet
new requests from the stakeholders and the development
of real-time features and predictive analytics algorithms
to address new and dynamic urban transport management
scenarios.
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